
 

 

 
 

PROFILE 

 

MY SPIRITUAL JOURNEY 

Being born into a Jain practicing 
family, a seed was sown, which 
had flourished into a little plant by 
the time I moved to UK. Along with 
the responsibility of starting a 
family, I held onto my spiritual roots. 
I recite Bhaktamar with beautiful 
Riddhis every morning, before 
facing the real world, which now, 
has become second nature to me. 

 

CONTACT 

PHONE: 
07977223573  
 
 
London, UK 
 
EMAIL: 
mjgandhi@hotmail.co.uk 
 
 

HOBBIES 

Yoga and Meditation 
Walking in Nature 
Cooking with Love 
  

 

 

 

 

ABOUT ME 

About a few years ago my family went through the 
traumatic loss of my mum and sister-in-law (Bhabhi). This 
single event resulted in me being faced with debilitating 
emotional pain, which took many years of bereavement.  
 I had to find a healthy coping mechanism, which would 
help me come to peace.  
 
After struggling initially, I revived and set on my spiritual 
journey. I first took small steps by being more aware of my 
thoughts, emotions, speech and actions. I began to 
intensify my recitations and understand in depth the 
Bhaktamar Stotra and let Adinath Bhagwan walk beside 
me in my life. My interest in the healing properties of 
Bhaktamar Stotra came with his blessings.  
This journey naturally led me to Nagpur to meet a pure 
humble soul, Dr.Manju Jain, who with her magical touch 
awakened and guided me on a drugless spiritual healing 
path. 
 

EDUCATION AND OCCUPATION 
• B.Sc Microbiology and Environmental Science.  

K.C.College, Mumbai University 
• Post Graduation Diploma in Medical Laboratory 

technology, TNMC and Nair Hospital (Mumbai) 
• I have worked in clinical pathology lab pursuing my 

career as a Scientist (Specializing in microbiology) in a 
private Hospital Mumbai/ 

• As a migrant in a foreign country after my marriage, I 
continued my scientific career at a leading London 
Health Institute.  

• During my transition to the UK I was involved in a project 
in a community-based research at Health protection 
Agency England. 

• At present I am working in the education sector as a 
Technical Head of Science managing laboratories and 
supporting the academic STEM training of students and 
teaching staff. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

MEENA GANDHI 
Technical Head of Science  

A Spiritual Guide & Mentor 

 



 

 

 
 
SPIRITUAL WORK WITH THE COMMUNITY 
 
I have organized an Akhand Bhaktamar Jaap in my house in the presence of Samnijis, which was a 
kind of first ever-held Bhaktamar event in London. Many devotees attended this event to recite 
Bhaktamar path throughout the day. 
 
Dr.Manju Jain directed many patients to me and I have been helping and guiding them on 
Bhaktamar anusthan of Shlok, Mantra and Riddhi  for their relevant issues. Many individuals have 
been benefited by bringing changes in their life to overcome fear and developing tremendous faith 
in Bhaktmar Stotra and hence Adinath Bhagwan. 

VOLUNTEERING 

A Sunday class Gyanshala for children was set up by Samnijis, I started teaching Bhaktamar Stotra to 
children, which was challenging but very rewarding experience to teach Sanskrit verses to children. 

I have helped in the community by volunteering for a project during Christmas providing shelters and 
food to homeless people for a Charity Organization CRISIS UK. 

Also have participated for a charity BEING GIVING, UK where volunteers go on a street of London in a 
cold winter morning to locate less fortunate individuals who are homeless and provide them hot tea 
and coffee, blankets, clothes and hampers of essential items. 

During unfortunate COVID 19 lockdown period I played an essential role as a volunteer for the charity 
GO DHARMIC helping and supporting vulnerable and elderly people to deliver hot meals to their 
door step during unprecedented times in London.  

 

DISCLAIMER  

Along my journey as spiritual guide, I helped numerous people and have respected their need for 
privacy. 
To me Seva of providing guidance for healing using 48 jewels of Bhaktamar Stotra is a paramount as 
well as spreading awareness. 
 
I am very fortunate to see magical powers of Bhaktamar to gain positivity and peace in my life 
When I had issues at work, I started Shlok no.19 anusthan for 21 days with Riddhi and Mantra. I was 
amazed that I accepted the new job offer on the 21st day of anusthan. During this chanting 
 I experienced good strength in me to go through the problems and vision to see a clear path. 
 
 
An individual was going through lot of problems with stressful working environment. I guided him to 
do Anusthan of no.19 Shlok, Mantra and Riddhi. He followed exactly as per guidance and started 
applying for different jobs. At present he got offer from a leading hospital, which is his dream job.  
 
A female friend presented suffering from severe headache everyday. She had tried so many 
treatments but nothing was working. I spoke with her to understand the stress and guided to do the 
Jaap of Shlok no.24.along with Mantra and Riddhi for 21 days.   
 



 

 

 
 
This individual approached me suffering from a genetic disorder Ehlers Danlos syndrome that is mainly 
a connective tissue disorder. All day her body goes through lot of pain and painkillers doesn’t help 
either. She also discussed with me for a very painful jaw and it radiates severe pain passing through 
her neck and one side of the head region. I guided through Bhaktamar healing methods and 
encouraged her to have a restful day.  
 
Client worked in US for long period of time and came back to India to settle down. This person was 
going through anxiety and stress and difficulty making any decisions. I started talking with her and 
guided to do Bhaktamar path and recitation of no. 6,16,and 18. Now at present she is more settled 
down and peaceful in the life.  
 
A Mum approached me regarding difficulties finding right partners for her daughters. I guided them 
to do Bhaktamar Shlok no.12, 1 and 8 for removing all the obstruction and troubles in the life. 
 
 
CURRENT HEALING SNAPSHOT  
 
At present I offer personal healing and work with a range of Individuals.   
 
Individual A This person has been suffering with stress and anxiety due to fear of lizard in the house. I 
started regular talking sessions and guided to do chanting of no.13, 41 and 47 with mantras and 
Riddhi. During her spiritual prayers recitation she feels more relaxed and strong.   
 
Individual B- approached me who has been suffering from chronic vitiligo since childhood. I have 
started with one to one session with her reciting Bhaktamar stotra with Riddhis.Then I chanted healing 
mantra no.31 and 45 with mantra and riddhis. 
She has started doing anusthan of shlok no.31, Mantra and Riddhi and feels energetic and has 
gained positivity. 
 
Individual C- presented himself with severe stomach problems that went through many treatments 
but no help. I have explained him to do the chanting of no.17 and 45th Shlok,Mantra and Riddhi.His 
wife is actively taking part for good health and peace in the family. I regularly have conversation to 
find updates on the progress. 
 
 
 


